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Introduction
XPS Escalab XI+

Principle
Source Al kα (1486.7eV)

Sample holder available

From left to right:
- The normal substrate holder where thin samples lower than 2mm
can be loaded
- The sample holder where thick sample can be loaded
- The heat sample holder can be heat until 1000°C
- The cooled sample holder, can be cooled to -50°C

ESCALAB XI+ Possibilities
Controlled atmosphere

XPS

MAGCIS

UPS

ESCALAB
XI+

ISS

REELS

XPS : X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
MAGCIS: Mono Atomic/Gas Cluster Ions Source
ISS : Ions Scattering Spectroscopy
REELS : Reflection Electron Energy Losses Spectroscopy
UPS : UV Photoelectron spectroscopy

PAD

PAD : Plasma station

XPS: X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
- 10 nm surface analysis
- Non destructive
- Quantitative

Chemical bonding quantification:
from narrow region

Elemental identification/quantification:
from survey spectra

Available analysis
- Small area <20μm
- Point/Multipoint/Linescan
- Imaging
- Angle resolved
- Depth profile

XPS: X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Angular resolved:

Imaging:

284.7 eV
Hydrocarbon

-

291 eV
Fluorocarbon

Overlay

Spatial localisation of the element

Depth profile:
-

Information of the thickness sample
The sample need to be etched with Ar gun
Locally destructive analysis

-

Determination of the oxide layer
thickness

MAGCIS: Mono-Atomic Gas Cluster Ions Source
Cleaning/Etching process
* Monoatomic ions (Ar+) : Used to etch/clean
hard material
- High energy per atom (200eV4keV)
- High etch rate
- Can damage the surface
- Can change the chemistry
* Cluster ions (Ar+n): Use for etch/clean soft
material
- Low energy per atom (cluster size
300-2000)
- Very low etch rate
- Soft material
- Non damaging to the surface
chemistry

ISS: Ions Scattering Spectroscopy
Ion Scattering Spectroscopy (ISS) :
Involves firing a beam of ions at a surface, and measuring
the kinetic energies of the ions that are scattered back.
-

Non destructive
Top surface analysis
One peak for each element
Unknown Recorded Spectra

The primary beam energy (Eo) is usually determined by measuring the scattered
peak energy (Es) from a sample of known composition (such as gold E0=910 eV)

Peak A : Es = 393 eV  M2 = 16
Peak B : Es = 568 eV  M2 = 28
Peaks A and B correspond to O and Si respectively.

REELS: Reflection Electron Energy Losses Spectroscopy
REELS spectra:
A. The shape of the scattered background – this can help understand the scattering
processes near the surface of the solid.
B. The onset of the scattered background – possible measurement of the electronic band
gap of a sample.
C. Plasmon, shake-up or other loss peaks – visible without interference from XPS peaks
D. Peaks due to hydrogen – allowing semi-quantitative analysis

-

Surface sensitive 2-3
nm
Give chemistry and
structure of top
surface
Can be used on soft
sample

UPS: UV Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS)
-

Works on the same principles as XPS with lower photon energy, generally below 50 eV
(He (II)) and commonly 21.2 eV (He(I))

-

Valence band analysis

-

Work function analysis

-

Fermi Level

Emission
line

Photon
Energy / eV

Relative
intensity (%)

He (I) α

21.22

97.7

He (I) β

23.09

1.9

He (I) γ

23.74

0.4

He (I) δ

24.04

0.2

He (I) ε

24.21

0

PAD: Plasma station
Standard, substrate with no liquid:

Plasma - static liquid

-

-

Nanomaterial deposition
Plasma surface treatment

Plasma - liquid with stopped or continuous
flow
-

Plasma - liquid treatment
Nanomaterial synthesis in liquid
Nanomaterial deposition into liquid
Plasma – liquid – biological

-

Different plasma gases available
Low to Radio frequency plasma
Easy to transfer to XPS
XYZ stage to large surface treatment

Plasma - liquid treatment
Nanomaterial synthesis in liquid
Nanomaterial deposition into liquid
Plasma – liquid – biological

Plasma - treated aerosol stream
-

Plasma - liquid treatment
Droplet deposition
Nanomaterial deposition into liquid
Plasma – liquid – biological

